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Abstract In this paper, we review competitive location

models. Retail facilities operate in a competitive environ-

ment with an objective of profit and market share maxi-

mization. These facilities are different from each other in

their overall attractiveness to consumers. The basic prob-

lem is the optimal location of one or more new facilities in

a market where competition already exists or will exist in

the future. Extensions to the models include an analysis of

the optimal allocation of a budget among new facilities and

their best locations, modeling location under conditions of

uncertainty and future competition, incorporating the con-

cept of a threshold in competitive location, modeling lost

demand, and minimizing cannibalization.

Keywords Facility location � Competitive � Gravity

model � Huff � Location-allocation

1 Introduction

Facility location models deal, for the most part, with the

location of plants, warehouses, distribution centers, and

other industrial facilities. These location models do not

account for competition or for differences among facilities

and therefore allocate consumers to facilities by proximity.

In reality, retail facilities operate in a competitive envi-

ronment with an objective of profit and market share

maximization. These facilities are different from each other

in their overall attractiveness to consumers. One branch of

location analysis focuses on the location of retail and other

commercial facilities which operate in a competitive

environment, namely, competitive facility location. The

basic problem is the optimal location of one or more new

facilities in a market where competition already exists or

will exist in the future. When the budget invested in

expanding market share is fixed, profit increases when

market share increases; thus, maximizing profit is equiva-

lent to maximizing market share (for a discussion, see [14,

63, 88]. It follows, then, that the location objective is to

locate the retail outlet at the location that maximizes its

market share.

A unique feature of competitive facility location models

is facility attractiveness (its appeal to consumers). Facili-

ties differ in the total ‘‘bundle of benefits’’ they offer

consumers. They vary in one or more of the attributes

which make up their total attractiveness to consumers.

Also unique to competitive facility location is the

modeling of demand in terms of buying power. Income

levels and discretionary spending become a measure of

demand. For a review of competitive models, see Eiselt

et al. [46], Berman et al. [11], Drezner [18], Serra and

ReVelle [80], Plastria [70, 71], Drezner and Eiselt [40].

The underlying theme running through all competitive

models is the existence of an interrelationship between four

variables: buying power (demand), distance, facility

attractiveness, and market share, with the first three vari-

ables being independent variables and the last the depen-

dent variable. Most location papers assume a certain

approach to estimating market share and then find the

location for new competing facilities based on such

approach. Once buying power, distance, and attractiveness

are known, market share can be calculated by approaches

rooted in consumer behavior theory (for a review of con-

sumer behavior theory, see Anderson et al. [6] and also see

Ben-Akiva et al. [8], McFadden [65], Rusmevichientong
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et al. [78] ). For a review of store choice models, the reader

is referred to Fotheringham [48], Timmermans et al. [84],

Fotheringham and Trew [49], Volle [86].

Competitive location models are investigated in planar

continuous space and in discrete space, in particular in a

network environment. Continuous models seek the location

of facilities anywhere in the plane; thus, there is an infinite

number of potential locations for the facilities. Discrete

models restrict the location of facilities to a pre-specified

set of potential locations, typically the nodes of a network.

Bell et al. [7], Nakanishi and Cooper [66], and Jain and

Mahajan [62] applied the competitive models to the loca-

tion of grocery stores. Huff [61] applied them to grocery

stores, furniture stores, and clothing stores. Drezner and

Drezner [27] and Drezner [20] applied the competitive

models to the location of shopping malls. Goodchild and

Noronha [55] applied them to the location of gas stations,

and Drezner [22] applied them to the hotel industry.

In this paper, we review competitive location models in

the plane, focusing on two approaches to estimating market

share: (1) the proximity approach [59] and (2) the gravity

rule [60, 61, 76] discussed in Sect. 2.5. Many of the models

discussed in this manuscript apply also to discrete models.

The location discussion according to the two approaches

to estimating market share is followed by additional

modeling considerations and implementation issues. In the

last section, conclusions are drawn and suggestions for

future research are proposed.

2 Estimating market share

Various approaches were proposed to modeling the inter-

relationship between buying power (demand), distance,

facility attractiveness, and market share and obtaining a

reasonable estimate of the market share captured by each

competing facility.

2.1 The proximity approach to estimating market share

The first modern paper on competitive facility location is

generally agreed to be Hotelling’s [59] paper on duopoly

in a linear market. Hotelling considered the location of

two competing facilities on a segment (for example,

vendors on Main Street). The distribution of buying

power along the segment is assumed uniform, there is no

price differential, and therefore consumers patronize the

closest facility. When one facility is located and there is

no competition, all consumers patronize the existing

facility. However, when a competing facility is intro-

duced and is located at a different point on the segment,

the consumers on one side of the midpoint between the

two facilities patronize one facility and the customers on

the other side of the midpoint patronize the second

facility. If one facility is held fixed in place, the best

location for the second is either immediately left or right

of the fixed one, depending on which segment—left or

right of the existing facility—is longer. Drezner [41]

analyzed the proximity model in the plane.

Hotelling [59] showed that when the two competitors

charge the same price (they do not compete on prices), an

equilibrium exists. However, when competitors can com-

pete on price, no equilibrium exists. The existence of an

equilibrium is discussed in the literature. For a discussion

of the equilibrium issue, the reader is referred to the

seminal paper by d’Aspremont et al. [15] and [89, 90].

The assumption that consumers patronize the facility

closest to them implies that the competing facilities are

equally attractive or that consumers consider only distance

in their selection. For equally attractive facilities, the plane

is partitioned by a Voronoi diagram [4, 67, 68] and the

demand points in each polygon are attracted to the same

facility. This, in turn, implies an ‘‘all or nothing’’ property.

The combined buying power at a demand point is assigned

entirely to one facility and none is assigned to other

facilities, unless two or more facilities are equidistant. A

solution procedure for solving the multiple competitive

facility location in the plane is proposed in Suzuki et al.

[83].

The proximity assumption is appropriate either for

central planning where planners allocate demand to facil-

ities, or for public facilities, or when consumers are highly

price sensitive and will always select the cheapest option.

However, when consumers select facilities to patronize on

their own, they do not necessarily select by proximity.

There are several reasons why not to use the proximity

approach:

Deficiencies of the proximity approach

1. A small change in the location of the facilities may

discontinuously shift the entire demand at a demand

point from one facility to another. This is because a

tenet of the proximity approach is that a facility attracts

‘‘all or nothing’’ of the buying power at a demand

point. This property remains in deterministic utility

models discussed in Sect. 2.2 where all consumers

residing at a demand point patronize the facility which

provides the maximum utility.

2. Using distance as the sole criterion for facility

patronage, choice ignores the different attractiveness

levels of different facilities. Different facilities have

different levels of appeal (attractiveness) to consumers,

and consumers are willing to travel an extra distance to

a farther but more attractive facility. This issue is

rectified in the deterministic utility approach discussed

in Sect. 2.2.
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3. Consumers do not necessarily measure the exact

distance when deciding which facility to patronize.

They select the facility that they perceive to be the

closest to them. Distances are likely perceived differ-

ently by different consumers.

2.2 The deterministic utility approach to estimating

market share

When the facilities are not equally attractive, the proximity

premise for allocating consumers to facilities is no longer

valid. To account for variations in facility attractiveness, a

deterministic utility approach was introduced by Drezner

[16]. Hodgson [57] also suggested to incorporate attrac-

tiveness in the competitive location model. In the deter-

ministic utility approach, we assume that all consumers

residing at the same demand point apply the same utility.

This assumption can be relaxed by stratifying the con-

sumers residing at a demand point by categories, such as

income, and defining these subgroups as different demand

points located at the same location. Hotelling’s approach is

extended by relaxing the proximity assumption. The

proximity approach is a special case of the discrete utility

approach when the utility function consists of distance only

(in negative sign or a reciprocal of the distance). This

generalization rectifies only deficiency #2 of the proximity

approach in Sect. 2.1. Consumers are known to make their

choice of a facility based on factors other than distance

alone. This utility function is a composite index of facility

attributes and the distance to the facility, representing the

expected satisfaction from that facility (either an additive

or a multiplicative utility function). It is generally agreed

that consumers, through a decision-making process, choose

the facility with the highest utility, the facility which is

expected to maximize their satisfaction. This choice is

determined by some formula according to which consum-

ers evaluate alternative facilities’ attributes weighted by

their personal salience to arrive at an overall facility

attractiveness.

A trade-off between distance and attractiveness takes

place. Based on this premise, the degree of expected sat-

isfaction with each alternative as a function of the relevant

characteristics of that facility is measured. It is suggested

that a consumer will patronize a better and farther facility

as long as the extra distance to it does not exceed its

attractiveness advantage because of the value of travel

time. For example, factory outlet centers at the fringe of the

city which offer price discounts, or, in another context,

paramedics transporting a motor vehicle accident victim

will bypass a nearby hospital in favor of a farther, better

equipped trauma center as long as the difference in quality

of care exceeds the adverse effect to the patient caused by

the extra distance and time delay. The attractiveness of a

facility can be transformed into a distance markup. A

break-even distance is defined. At the break-even distance,

the attractiveness of two competing facilities is equal. This

break-even distance, therefore, is the maximum distance

that a consumer will be willing to travel to a farther facility

(new or existing) based on his perception of its attrac-

tiveness and advantage relative to other facilities. All

consumers at a demand point will patronize the new facility

if it is located within the break-even distance. While con-

sumers are no longer assumed to patronize the closest

facility, consumers at a certain demand point are assumed

to apply the same utility function; therefore, they all

patronize the same facility. The ‘‘all or nothing’’ property

is maintained in this extension.

2.3 The random utility approach to estimating market

share

To address the three deficiencies of the proximity

assumption listed in Sect. 2.1, a random utility model

was introduced by Leonardi and Tadei [64] and Drezner

and Drezner [23]. The deterministic utility model is

extended by assuming that each consumer draws his

utility from a random distribution of utility functions.

The probability that a consumer will prefer a certain

facility over all other facilities is calculated by applying

the multivariate normal distribution. Once the proba-

bilities are calculated, the market share captured by a

certain facility (new or existing) can be calculated as a

weighted sum of the buying power at all demand points.

This formulation eliminates the ‘‘all or nothing’’ prop-

erty since a probability that a consumer will patronize a

particular facility can be established and is no longer

either 0 or 100 %. To circumvent the mathematically

complicated formulation of the random utility model,

Drezner et al. [36] suggested using a simple S-shaped

function. The utility declines very slowly for small

distances, declines sharply for intermediate distances,

and remains around zero for large distances.

2.4 The cover-based approach to estimating market

share

Drezner et al. [38, 39] introduced the cover-based approach

to estimating market share. Each competing facility has a

‘‘sphere of influence’’ [77] represented by a radius of

influence which depends on the attractiveness of the

facility. A consumer at a distance within the radius of

influence is attracted to the facility. Consumers’ demand

within the sphere of influence of no facility is lost. In

Drezner et al. [38], adding additional facilities of a given

radius of influence is considered as an expansion strategy.
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In Drezner et al. [39], three models are analyzed: (1)

increasing the radius of influence of existing facilities

thereby increasing their attractiveness, (2) adding new

facilities (and determining the radius of influence of each),

and (3) a combination of both. All these expansions have a

defined cost and the best expansion strategy for a given

budget is found. All three models are investigated in a

unified approach. The authors are currently investigating

the leader–follower model premised on the cover-based

competitive location model.

2.5 The gravity-based approach to estimating market

share

The gravity approach also addresses the three deficiencies

of the proximity approach listed in Sect. 2.1 and is more

commonly used. Most competitive location problems in the

plane have recently used gravity-based models. According

to the gravity rule [76], two cities attract retail trade from

an intermediate town in direct proportion to the populations

of the two cities and in inverse proportion to the square of

the distances from them to the intermediate town. Evalu-

ating market share based on the gravity approach was

introduced by Huff [60, 61] and is used by marketers.

Drezner [17, 18] was the first to introduce the gravity

model to location analysis. Huff proposed that the proba-

bility that a consumer patronizes a retail facility (a mall) is

proportional to its size (floor area) and inversely propor-

tional to a power of the distance to it. Huff depicted equi-

probability lines. A consumer located on such a line

between two facilities patronizes the two facilities with

equal probability. These equi-probability lines divide the

region into catchment areas, each dominated by a facility,

in a manner similar to the Voronoi diagram [68]. These

lines do not define an ‘‘all or nothing’’ assignment of

consumers to facilities, rather, at any demand point; the

proportion of consumers attracted to each facility is a

function of the facility’s square footage (attractiveness) and

distance. The model finds the market share captured at each

potential site, and thus, the best location for new facilities

whose individual measures of attractiveness is known.

Suppose, there are k existing facilities and n demand

points. The attractiveness of facility j is Aj for i = 1,…,k,

and the distance between demand point i and facility j is dij.

The buying power at demand point i is bi. Therefore, the

proportion of the buying power (market share) Mj attracted

by facility j is: Mj ¼
Pn

i¼1

bi

Aj=d
k
ij

Pk

m¼1

Am=dk
im

� � where k is the

power to which distances are raised. The gravity approach

can be classified as a special case of the random utility

approach as was done by Benati and Hansen [9] on the

network. The utility is ln
Aj

dk
ij

� �

þ ej where ej is an iid distri-

bution. The issue is also discussed in Anas [5]. The original

gravity approach lacks theoretical underpinnings but esti-

mates market share quite well in practice. The issue of

existing substitutable alternatives is addressed in lost demand

and market expansion models discussed in Sect. 4.6.

In the original Huff formulation, facility floor area

serves as a surrogate for attractiveness. An improvement on

Huff’s approach was suggested by Nakanishi and Cooper

[66] who introduced the multiplicative competitive inter-

action (MCI) model. The MCI coefficient replaces the floor

area with a product of factors, each a component of

attractiveness. Each factor in the product is raised to a

power. Thus, the attractiveness of a facility is a composite

index of a set of attributes rather than the floor area alone.

Nakanishi and Cooper’s idea was elaborated on and

applied by Jain and Mahajan [62] to food retailing using

specific attractiveness attributes. Gravity-based models

suggest the evaluation of market share for a user-provided

discrete set of potential sites for the location of a new

facility.

The general model can be formulated as maximizing the

market share captured using a distance decay function. The

two most common distance decay functions are: 1
dk (the

original decay function suggested by Huff) or e-kd.

Exponential decay [58, 87] was found by Drezner [20] to

be empirically superior and has been recently used exten-

sively (for example, Aboolian et al. [1, 2], Berman and

Krass [10], Bozkaya et al. [13]).

3 Implementation

In this section, we discuss how to operationalize and

implement competitive location models.

3.1 Determining the parameters

Once buying power, distance, and attractiveness are

known, market share can be calculated by the approaches

discussed in Sect. 2.

Data about the following parameters are required in

order to operationalize the models and evaluate the market

share attracted by each facility:

• The buying power

• Facility attractiveness

• The distance

Buying power: Buying power (demand), sometimes

called purchasing power, is available in secondary data

sources. Geographic information systems data bases, such
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as those provided by ESRI, also have data about buying

power.

Attractiveness levels: Facility attractiveness is assessed

using one of a variety of methods. The attractiveness of a

facility is a composite index of a set of attributes. Varying

importance assigned to each of these attributes by different

consumers will result in a selective set of consumers

patronizing each facility. Assessing attractiveness levels is

addressed in many marketing studies. Huff [60, 61] used

floor area as a surrogate for attractiveness of shopping

malls. Nakanishi and Cooper [66] proposed the MCI

coefficient which is a product of attractiveness attributes.

Commonly used attractiveness components of shopping

malls are: (1) variety of stores, (2) appearance, (3) favorite

brand names. Other techniques for inferring or deriving

attractiveness levels were also proposed [20, 27].

Distance: The distance between two points can be easily

measured. However, since demand points represent areas,

the distance correction for an area A and distance d are:

where a = 0.24 is recommended [24]. Plastria and Van-

haverbeke [72] addressed the issue of aggregation (see also

[50] and its effect on the optimality of the location solution.

Demand points often have to be aggregated due to com-

putational intractability. However, this spatial aggregation

typically introduces a bias to the value of the objective

function; thus, the optimality of the solution cannot be

guaranteed. A preprocessing aggregation method is pre-

sented to reduce the number of demand points which pre-

vents this loss of information and therefore avoids the

possible loss of optimality. This issue is related to the

modifiable areal unit problem [69] which investigates the

effect of the scale of the unit area on the optimal solution.

3.2 Solution methods

In this section, we briefly describe solution methods used

for solving planar location problems based on the gravity

model. Finding the best location for a new facility (or

multiple facilities) in a continuous space using the gravity

model objective is discussed in Drezner [17] and Drezner

and Drezner [28] for the single-facility case, and in Drez-

ner [19], Drezner et al. [34] and Toth et al. [85] for the

location of multiple facilities.

3.2.1 Locating a single facility

3.2.1.1 Generalized Weiszfeld The generalized Weisz-

feld algorithm was suggested in Drezner and Drezner [44].

Consider a minimization or maximization problem with

Euclidean distances and an objective function:

FðXÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

FiðdiðXÞÞ

Equating the derivative to zero leads to a recursive

formula. The recursive formula is:

X ¼
Pn

i¼1
1

diðXÞ
oFiðdiðXÞÞ
odiðXÞ Xi

Pn
i¼1

1
diðXÞ

oFiðdiðXÞÞ
odiðXÞ

A location X is selected and the right hand side is calcu-

lated; the left hand side is the next iterate. Drezner [42]

proved sufficient conditions for convergence.

3.2.1.2 The big triangle small triangle In order to opti-

mally locate one facility the Big Triangle Small Triangle

[43] can be used. It is a branch and bound algorithm based

on the ‘‘Big Square Small Square’’ global optimization

technique [56]. The feasible area is triangulated and bounds

in each triangle found. Branching is done by partitioning a

triangle into four small triangles.

3.2.2 Locating multiple facilities

An algorithm for locating one facility can be used in an

iterative procedure for locating several facilities. Single-

facility gravity models were extended to the location of

multiple facilities by Achabel et al. (1982) and Ghosh and

Craig [52]. Achabal et al. [3] extended the MCI model to

the location of multiple facilities which belong to the same

chain. The problem was modeled as a nonlinear integer

programming problem, and a random search procedure

combined with an interchange heuristic was employed to

identify optimal and near-optimal sets of locations. Ghosh

and Craig [52] proposed a franchise distribution model

where an expanding franchise seeks to maximize sales.

This model was also formulated as a nonlinear integer

programming problem but included additional factors such

as advertising. These two models select the best locations

from a user-provided set of alternative sites as well.

For the location of multiple facilities in the plane,

Drezner et al. [34] suggested a hybrid between the gen-

eralized Weiszfeld algorithm and simulated annealing.

Toth et al. [85] used an interval branch and bound algo-

rithm to solve the design and location of two facilities.

4 Extensions and refinements of the basic models

4.1 The location-allocation model

An extension to Hotelling’s approach to the selection of

sites for facilities that serve a spatially dispersed population

is the location-allocation model Ghosh and Rushton [53].

Both the facilities’ locations and the allocation of con-

sumers to them are determined simultaneously. The allo-

cation of consumers to facilities is made using Hotelling’s

Logist. Res. (2014) 7:114 Page 5 of 12 114
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proximity assumption—each facility attracts the consumers

closest to it. The market share attracted by each facility is

calculated, and the best locations for the new facilities are

then found. Multi-facility location-allocation models ana-

lyze the system-wide interactions among all facilities.

Revelle [77] introduced location-allocation models to

competitive location. Goodchild [54] suggested the loca-

tion-allocation market share model. A retail firm is plan-

ning to open a chain of outlets in a market in which a

competing chain already exists. The entering firm’s goal is

to maximize the total market share captured by the entire

chain. Most location-allocation solution methods rely on

heuristic approaches that do not guarantee an optimal

solution. Rather, they provide good solutions for imple-

mentation. The best locations are selected from a user-

provided, pre-specified set of potential sites. Typically,

these problems are formulated on a network and the loca-

tion solution is on a node. A book edited by Ghosh and

Rushton [53] provides a collection of papers on the subject.

A comprehensive review of location-allocation models can

be found in Ghosh and Harche [51].

4.2 Limited budget (location and design models)

Drezner [19] investigated the location of multiple com-

peting facilities in an area where other facilities already

exist. The budget for constructing new facilities is given

and it is up to the planner’s discretion to allocate that

budget among them. Both the optimal allocation of the

budget among the new facilities and the best locations for

them are found.

The optimal budget allocation among the new facilities

depends on the functional relationship between the

investment in a new facility and its attractiveness. It is

assumed that an increase in the budget invested in a facility

results in an increase in the attractiveness of that facility.

This relationship is referred to as the investment-attrac-

tiveness curve. Such a curve can exhibit an increasing

marginal return relationship (when the attractiveness as a

function of investment increases in a faster than linear rate,

which means that the curve is convex), a fixed marginal

return (or in other words, a linear curve), or a decreasing

marginal return one (when the curve is concave). As dis-

cussed in Quirk [75], in the first phases of a new firm, the

return on investment typically exhibits an increasing mar-

ginal return. New entrants to a market dominated by large,

mature competitors exhibit an increasing marginal return

on attractiveness with an increase in budget. This means

that with any additional funds invested in a facility, the

increase in its attractiveness exceeds a linear rate. Mature,

well established firms typically experience decreasing

marginal returns on investment, that is, the rate of increase

in attractiveness is slower than linear. Moderately

established firms experience a linear relationship, or close

to it. It is implicitly assumed that a positive relationship

exists between facility attractiveness and market share, that

is, an increase in attractiveness yields an increase in the

market share captured. This provides an incentive to invest

in a facility in order to increase its attractiveness.

Drezner [19] concludes with the following interesting

and useful findings:

1. For mature firms with a decreasing marginal return on

investment curve, the fixed budget allocation solution

with equally divided budget among several new

facilities is very close to optimality.

2. For firms with a fixed (constant) marginal return on

investment, the fixed budget allocation solution with

equally divided budget is quite good and can be used if

the computational effort required to obtain the flexible

budget allocation solution is prohibitive.

3. For start-up entrants with a rapidly increasing marginal

return, one should consider opening only one new,

large facility investing the entire budget in it.

4. Middle of the road firms with mildly increasing

marginal return should adopt a middle-ground solu-

tion, none of the extreme budget allocation strategies is

appropriate. In this case, it is recommended to find the

best budget allocation by using the solution methods

introduced in the paper [19].

Constructing facilities on a network when facility

attractiveness is a variable with a cost function depending

on the attractiveness is termed ‘‘design’’, leading to loca-

tion models with design. Such a model was first proposed

by Plastria and Carrizosa [72] suggesting a multitude of

approaches for calculating the market share attracted by the

facilities. Location of facilities on the nodes of a network

was investigated in Aboolian et al. [2]. Such a model in the

plane was analyzed in Fernandez et al. [47] and extended to

sequential location of two facilities in Toth et al. [85].

Fernandez et al. [47] considered locating a single new

facility in a planar market using the gravity model. Both

the location and the attractiveness of the new facility are to

be found so as to maximize the profit obtained by the chain.

Several types of constraints and costs are considered. Two

solution methods are developed and tested: The first is a

repeated local optimization heuristic with locational con-

straints. The second is an exact global optimization tech-

nique using interval analysis, incorporating several novel

features.

Toth et al. [85] analyzed the improvement in the quality

of the solution when two facilities are located sequentially

rather than simultaneously. They compare three different

strategies: simultaneous location and independent design of

two facilities in the plane, simultaneous location with equal

designs, and the sequential approach of determining each
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facility in turn. The basic model is chain’s profit maximi-

zation, taking market share, location costs and design costs

into account. The market share captured by each facility is

calculated by the gravity model. Toth et al. [85] proposed

an exact algorithm that finds optimal solutions for more

than one facility. They developed an exact interval branch

and bound algorithm to solve both simultaneous location

and design two-facility problems.

4.3 Modeling uncertain future market conditions

Drezner [21] found the location of a new facility when

future market conditions are unclear using the minimax

regret objective. There are several defined scenarios con-

cerning future market conditions:

1. The purchase potential across communities varies

during the time horizon.

2. A new competitor enters the market at some point in

the future.

3. A competitor exits the area at some point in the future.

4. A competitor renovates his facility at some point in the

future thereby changing its overall attractiveness.

5. One’s own facility is being remodeled and changes its

attractiveness at some point in the future.

6. A scenario can incorporate more than one change in

market conditions by combining any number of the

five scenarios above.

The minimax regret objective is formulated and solved

in two phases:

1) The best solution for each scenario is found,

2) The location problem with an objective of minimiz-

ing the maximum deviation from the best objective value is

then solved.

4.4 Minimizing the probability that the market share

falls short of a target threshold

Drezner et al. [35] discussed the location of a new retail

facility. They propose a different objective function

observing that there is a market share threshold to be

captured, below which a firm will not survive. The

appropriate objective function, then, is to minimize the

probability that the firm will not achieve the threshold and

thus will not survive. It follows that rather than locating a

facility to maximize market share, a firm should locate so

as to minimize the probability of falling short of obtaining

this minimum threshold.

The problem is solved in the plane using the gravity

model. The threshold optimal location tends to be different

from the location at which the expected market share is

maximized. For a set of test problems, it was found that the

location is different especially when the probability of

failure to obtain the threshold is relatively low (\50 %).

When the probability of failure is low, the firm should

concentrate on minimizing the variance thus reducing the

uncertainty. This may yield a location in a different region

of the market area. When the probability of failure is high

(50 % or more), the company should concentrate on

maximizing the expected market share and locate close to

the location at which the market share is maximized.

Blanquero et al. [12] considered the objective of

robustness that is defined as the extent to which the system

is able to carry out its functions despite some damage done

to it, such as the removal of some of the nodes and/or links

in a network. The robustness objective is to minimize the

probability of not meeting a threshold. The best location

for a facility is found by applying the Big Triangle Small

Triangle technique proposed in Drezner and Suzuki [43].

4.5 Future competition: leader–follower

Most competitive facility location models discussed above

(with the exception of location under conditions of uncer-

tainty) attempt to find the optimal location for a new

facility (facilities) by maximizing current market share

against existing competition without considering future

changes in the competitive environment. A different

approach to competitive location focuses on anticipating

and preempting future competition. It is assumed that a

new competing facility (the follower) will enter the market

at some point in the future. The competitor will establish

his facility at the location which maximizes his market

share. Therefore, one’s (the leader’s) present location

decision will affect the competitor’s location decision.

Conversely, a future competitive entry has implications for

one’s (the leader’s) present location decision. The objective

is to find the location that maximizes the market share

captured by one’s own facility (the leader’s) following the

competitor’s entry. This problem is known in the economic

literature as the Stackelberg equilibrium problem or the

leader–follower problem and as the Simpson’s problem in

voting theory [79, 81, 82]. Drezner [41] analyzed the

problem in the plane. Drezner and Zemel [45] showed that

the solution for uniform continuous demand in the whole

plane is to arrange the leader’s facilities in an hexagonal

pattern. Drezner and Drezner [25] solved this problem in

the plane heuristically applying the gravity model.

Such models are usually very difficult to solve. The

value of the leader’s objective function can be calculated

for a given location if the follower’s best location can be

calculated. If the follower’s optimal location cannot be

guaranteed, the objective function is not well-defined.

Drezner and Drezner [25] proposed three heuristic algo-

rithms for the solution of the single-facility location

problem (for both the leader and the follower) in the plane.
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The discrete version of the problem is analyzed in Plastria

and Vanhaverbeke [74]. They considered the location of

facilities under a budget constraint in order to maximize the

remaining market share after the competitor’s later entry.

They considered three strategies: the maximin strategy when

a follower’s location choice is considered the worst for the

leader, the minimax regret strategy, and the Stackelberg

strategy in which the competitor also optimizes his market

share. They developed mixed zero–one programming for-

mulations for the solution of these models.

4.6 Lost demand (market expansion)

All models discussed above, with the exception of the

cover-based competitive model [38, 39], assume that the

entire demand is distributed among the competing facili-

ties. For non-essential services, some of the demand may

not be satisfied. A model assuming that some of the

demand is lost is proposed in Drezner and Drezner [31]. If

there is no nearby facility to patronize, consumers may use

alternative products or alternative means to obtain the

product. Consumers may resort to the Internet rather than

drive to a far facility, consumers may decide to eat at home

rather than drive to a far restaurant or rent a movie rather

than drive to a theater.

Drezner and Drezner [31] proposed that the probability

of patronizing a facility declines exponentially with the

distance. Therefore, the probability of not patronizing any

facility is the product of the probabilities of not patronizing

each facility.

Drezner and Drezner [33] suggested defining a com-

peting dummy facility at a reasonable distance from all

demand points (no physical location is assumed) that

attracts all lost demand. This simple scheme can be used to

model and solve any ‘‘standard’’ competitive model by

adding one additional competitor dummy facility.

The lost demand in the network environment was

addressed in Aboolian et al. [2] and Berman and Krass

[10]. It is called in these papers market expansion. It views

recovering lost demand as an expansion of the attracted

buying power [47, 72, 85].

4.7 Consistent and inconsistent consumers’ choice

Drezner et al. [37] analyzed the consistency of consumers’

facility choice. They suggested two consistency rules:

Consistent rule: A consumer does not change his choice

on the way to the selected facility.

Inconsistent rule: A consumer changes his mind if on the

way another facility becomes more attractive.

In the figure below, the inferior facility B attracts all

demand points inside the small circle. All consumers

residing in the shaded area are originally attracted to the

more attractive facility A. However, when consumers fol-

low the inconsistent rule, they enter the small circle on the

way to facility A and once inside the small circle change

their mind and patronize facility B.

When consumers’ choice follows the inconsistent rule,

Drezner et al. [37] conclude that:

• When locating an inferior new facility, the best location

is on the way from a major consumers’ concentration to

a more attractive facility. Consider a small ‘‘Mom and

Pop’’ shop competing with a large shopping center.

Consumers who are first attracted to the large shopping

center will find themselves close to the small shop on

their way and may patronize the small shop rather than

drive the extra distance to the large shopping center.

• The best location should not be too close to the more

attractive facility so that the distance differential

remains significant.

Drezner et al. [37] analyzed the issue by applying the

deterministic utility approach.

4.8 Cannibalization

The first paper on the subject is by Ghosh and Craig [52]

who investigated it in discrete space. Plastria [71] and

Drezner [22] solved it in the plane.

Cannibalization occurs at the retail level of chain

facilities (fast food, hotels), especially in the case of fran-

chises. In this form of cannibalization, opening a new retail

outlet in close proximity to an existing outlet, the new

facility cannibalizes the sales of the existing one. With the

growth of franchise operations, this emerges as an impor-

tant and timely issue. For as long as companies wish to
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Table 1 Summary of planar competitive location models

References Model Facilities Comments

Achabal et al. [3] Location-allocation Multiple

Ahn et al. [4] Location-allocation Multiple

Bell et al. [7] Gravity Multiple

Berman et al. [11] Gravity Also network models

Blanquero et al. [12] Gravity Single Threshold

Dasci and Laporte [14] Utility Multiple Leader–follower

d’Aspremont et al. [15] Proximity Multiple

Drezner [16] Utility Single

Drezner [17] Gravity Single

Drezner [18] Utility and gravity Single

Drezner [19] Gravity Multiple Budget

Drezner [20] Gravity Single

Drezner [21] Gravity Single Uncertainty

Drezner [22] Gravity Single Cannibalization

Drezner and Drezner [23] Random utility Single

Drezner and Drezner [24] Gravity Single Area demand

Drezner and Drezner [25] Gravity Multiple Leader–follower

Drezner and Drezner [44] Gravity Single

Drezner and Drezner [27] Gravity Single

Drezner and Drezner [28] Gravity Single Exact algorithm

Drezner and Drezner [31] Gravity Single Lost demand

Drezner and Drezner [33] All models Single Lost Demand

Drezner Z. [41] Proximity Single and Two Leader–follower

Drezner et al. [37] Utility Single Consistency

Drezner et al. [36] Random utility Single

Drezner et al. [34] Gravity Multiple

Drezner et al. [35] Gravity Single Threshold

Drezner et al. [38] Cover Multiple

Drezner et al. [39] Cover Multiple Budget

Drezner and Eiselt [40] Review Consumer behavior

Drezner and Zemel [45] Proximity Infinite Leader–follower, Continuous demand

Eiselt et al. [46] Bibliography Also network models

Fernandez et al. [47] Gravity Single Budget

Ghosh and Harche [51] Location-allocation Multiple

Ghosh and Craig [52] Gravity Multiple Cannibalization

Ghosh and Rushton [53] Location-allocation Multiple

Goodchild [54] Location-allocation Multiple

Goodchild and Noronha [55] Location-allocation Multiple

Hodgson [58] Gravity Multiple

Hotelling [59] Proximity Two

Huff [61] Gravity Single

Huff [60] Gravity Single

Jain and Mahajan. [62] Gravity Multiple

Leonardi and Tadei [64] Random utility Single

Nakanishi and Cooper [66] Gravity Multiple

Okabe and Suzuki [67] Proximity Multiple Continuous demand

Plastria [70] Review

Plastria and Carrizosa [71] Utility Single Budget
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grow and expand, managers will be faced with the strategic

decision of optimally locating new, additional facilities

such that cannibalization of existing chain members is

minimized.

Plastria [71] applied the proximity approach. The mar-

ket share is maximized in the intersection of circles which

is usually an area. Plastria [71] found the point in the area

where cannibalization is minimized. Drezner [22] analyzed

maximizing market share while minimizing cannibaliza-

tion using the gravity model. An efficient frontier depicting

the trade-offs of these two non-compatible objectives is

constructed and illustrated on an example problem.

4.9 Applying the gravity approach to other location

models

Most multiple facility location models assume that each

consumer patronizes the closest facility. While gravity

models are prevalent in competitive facility location, it

may well be appropriate to apply the gravity approach

to other location models. This opens a new array of

possible models that can be more realistic than models

based on proximity. Several location problems were

already analyzed using the gravity approach for con-

sumer choice:

Gravity hub: Drezner and Drezner [26] suggested that

consumers apply the gravity approach when deciding

which airline route to select from a list of routes, each

using one hub. The total distance through the hub is the

basis for the gravity approach.

Gravity p-Median: Drezner and Drezner [30] analyzed

the p-median model with the stipulation that consumers at

each demand point do not necessarily patronize the closest

facility. Planar Gravity p-Median and Minimum Variance:

Drezner and Drezner [29] considered the p-median in the

plane and minimized the variance of loads using the gravity

approach.

Gravity Multiple Server: Drezner and Drezner [32]

proposed models for locating facilities and service pro-

viders to serve a set of demand points. The number of

facilities is unknown. However, there is a given number of

servers (such as automatic teller machines) to be distrib-

uted among the facilities. Each facility acts as an M/M/k

queuing system. The objective function is the minimization

of the combined travel time and waiting time at the facility

for all consumers.

There are many more non-competitive location models

that can be analyzed by applying the gravity approach

rather than the proximity approach yet to be formulated and

analyzed.

5 Summary

In Table 1, the competitive location papers in a planar

environment are summarized.

6 Conclusions

Competitive facility location models are very useful in

many situations where locations for competing retail

facilities are sought. The gravity approach to estimating

market share is considered to be a very effective tool for

estimating the market share attracted by facilities and is

also the main approach used by location modelers.

Of particular interest are the results obtained for the

location of retail facilities under budget constraints. Dif-

ferent budget allocation strategies are recommended for

mature, well-established firms, for start-up firms, and for

middle of the road firms based on their return on invest-

ment patterns (see Sect. 4.2).

Also of interest is the retail location strategy based on

the risk level of not achieving a minimum target threshold

market share. One location strategy is recommended when

the probability of not achieving the target is higher than

50 %, and another strategy when it is under 50 % (see Sect.

4.4).

In addition, the location strategy depends on the nature

of the facility. ‘‘Mom and Pop’’ facilities should follow one

strategy and established firms should follow another one

(see Sect. 4.7).

Table 1 continued

References Model Facilities Comments

Plastria and Vanhaverbeke [72] Cover Multiple Aggregation

Plastria and Vanhaverbeke [73] Cover Two Leader–follower

Suzuki et al. [82] Utility Multiple

Toth et al. [84] Gravity Two Budget

Wilson [86] Gravity Multiple

Wong and Yang [88] Utility Multiple Continuous demand

Yang and Wong [89] Utility Multiple Continuous demand
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There are many more aspects of competitive facility

location models yet to be formulated and analyzed.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution License which permits any use, dis-

tribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author(s) and the source are credited.
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